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Simplify your real 
estate accounting



There’s never been a better time to move the management of your real estate 
business to the cloud. From staying on top of finances on the move, to getting your 
books in order for a stress-free tax season, with Xero’s easy-to-use, cloud-based 
accounting software, you can spend less time on manual admin tasks, and more 
time building your business and your client relationships.

Benefits:

Get the most from your accounting software with Xero’s free, 90-day onboarding 

service. A dedicated account specialist will help you set up your account and introduce you 

to useful tools for your business.

Manage business on the move with Xero’s accounting app. Stay on top of expenses, check 

your bank account balances, and reconcile transactions, all from your mobile device.

Connect your Xero account to leading apps for real estate agents and brokers to help 

streamline and simplify your day-to-day tasks. Seamlessly integrate your business and 

financial management with Xero’s app marketplace. 

Say goodbye to manual data entry with Xero’s automation toolset, and hello to seamless 

bookkeeping, allowing you to focus on what matters most for your business.

Collaborate with your accountant or bookkeeper remotely and in real time or use our 

directory to connect to certified Xero accountants in your community.

Move your accounting 
to the cloud



Bank connections

Connect your bank to Xero and set up 

automatic bank feeds. Transactions are 

imported securely each business day, giving 

a near real time view of your cash flow. 

Xero dashboard and reporting

The user-friendly Xero dashboard lets you 

see how your business is performing at a 

glance with informative data and charts, 

while the comprehensive reporting can help 

you better track your finances, so you can 

skip the tax prep scramble and confidently 

plan for the future.

Mobile app

With Xero’s powerful mobile app, get easy 

access to essential tools to manage your 

business, wherever you are.

Contacts record

Xero’s contacts record keeps an up-

to-date log of client information and 

communications, and stores important 

documents such as contracts digitally.

Tracking categories

Easily separate and assign costs, and 

categorize income and expenses even 

when you’re on the go, providing a clearer 

view of your business’ expenses.

Managing expenses

Snap photos of your bills and receipts, 

assign them to specific listings, and turn 

them into accurately-coded transactions 

in just one click.

Here are just some of Xero’s tools and features that can help make your real 
estate accounting easy.

Intelligent tools for 
real estate



Xero Projects 
for real estate
Help stay on top of business with Xero Projects 

• Whether it’s marketing, maintenance, or mileage, help 

stay on top of your costs with Xero Projects. This user-

friendly tool allows you to associate an expense with a 

listing, and to track time.

• Manage your listings by updating details on the go, 

adding tasks when necessary, and see your profit 

margins for each listing at a glance. 

Simplify your 
real estate accounting 

today. 

 

To learn how, visit 

xero.com/us/real-estate 

https://www.xero.com/us/campaign/xero-for-realtors/


Hubdoc and Xero
With automated bookkeeping and real-time financial 
data Hubdoc seamlessly syncs with Xero to help you 
so you can reduce the time you spend on tedious 
manual admin.

STOP CHASING BILLS AND 
STATEMENTS 

Hubdoc auto-fetches financial documents 

from over 700 banks, utilities, telecom 

providers and online vendors.

AUTOMATE BANK RECONCILIATION

Hubdoc transactions are automatically  

matched with bank feed transactions in  Xero. 

All you have to do is approve the  match. 

Closing the books has never been so easy. 

ORGANIZED BOOKS

Hubdoc provides you with confidence 

that financial documents are organized and 

available when you need them. All data is 

verified with the source document, and 

easily  searchable

FOCUS ON THE DATA, NOT THE 
DATA ENTRY

Upload receipts, bills and invoices from your 

mobile device or desktop. Hubdoc extracts 

the key data and creates entries in Xero with 

the source documents attached.




